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Abstract
This research is a quantitative research conducted to find out how big and how important is the role of business legality, New Normal (Covid-19) and the entrepreneurial character of an entrepreneur, especially on business performance in the form of market share, profitability, and business productivity, especially in the business sector of universities in Indonesia. DKI Jakarta. Determination of the sample was carried out by purposive sampling with a sample of 150 respondents consisting of lecturers, students, and several university officials in DKI Jakarta. In this study using SEM-PLS as a test analysis tool. The results of this study indicate that the entrepreneurial characteristics of business actors have a vital role in the growth of business performance, while the legal aspect of business does not have a significant influence in improving the performance of higher education institutions in DKI Jakarta, both from the point of view of profitability, market share, and business productivity.
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INTRODUCTION
In this modern era, which is fully modern, dynamic, self-service, and always requires us to always be fast moving and routinely use technology in our daily life, some questions sometimes arise, namely, are the legal aspects and the entrepreneurial character of nature and science still important? studied and developed in running a business to achieve maximum performance in entrepreneurship, ranging from achieving business productivity, profitability, to market share growth in various business sectors, especially for business actors in the field of universities in DKI Jakarta. Entrepreneurship is an activity to increase a person's level of welfare in the future. This level of welfare can be achieved when business actors dare to take risks, maximize their time, and produce various products and services that are able to provide solutions to various problems for the community. This means that every individual who has normal skills can become an entrepreneur as long as each individual has the desire and has the opportunity to learn and do business by taking advantage of the business ideas and business opportunities that have been created.

In the science of entrepreneurship, there are many aspects that must be considered by each individual when forming or setting up a business, one aspect that must be considered is the legal aspect. Business and law cannot be separated like business with other components. In addition to the law contains the meaning of rules that can be enforced to regulate relations between humans and between humans and their communities, business also contains the understanding of the overall business activities carried out by people or entities on a regular and continuous basis, namely in the form of activities to procure goods or services, services and facilities to be traded, exchanged or leased for the purpose of making a profit. Then how important is it from the legal aspect in starting or running a business??, the status of a legal entity is an important basis when we start running a business, therefore the company must have a certain legal entity in order to have legality in carrying out its activities. The existence of a corporate legal entity will protect the company from all claims due to the activities it carries out. Because corporate legal entities provide business certainty, so that concerns over legal violations can be anticipated, or avoided considering that corporate legal entities have signs that must be obeyed. By having a legal entity, the company will fulfill the obligations and rights of various parties related to the company, both within the company and outside the company.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Characteristics of Entrepreneurship
A characteristic is a particular distinguishing feature or quality, a distinctive feature of a person or thing. Characteristics of entrepreneurship can be interpreted as something related to the characteristics, character, behavior, character, and attitudes of people towards the struggle of life to achieve inner and outer happiness. The characteristics of entrepreneurship or entrepreneur are continuous or eternal qualities or traits that can be found in the attitudes or actions taken by an entrepreneur. These attitudes and actions usually cover a large part of the attitude of an entrepreneur in his daily life and are attitudes and actions that are carried out in everyday life. Successful entrepreneurs can be seen from their daily attitudes, including having commitment and not being half-hearted in doing a job. He also dares to take calculated risks and dares to take even the slightest opportunity. According to M. Scarborough and Thomas W. Zimmerree as quoted by Suryana (2013).

In Islam, the characteristics of entrepreneurship (Buchari, Alma, 2006), include the nature of piety, trust, remembrance, and gratitude, honesty, waking up at dawn and working, tolerance, tithing and giving.

Business Law
We can define law as rules of behavior that can be applied/applied to regulate the relationships between humans and between humans and their communities. We can
understand law as: "a set of principles and rules imposed by the state to regulate behavior and/or applied by judges to settle cases as well as a means of social control and a means in an effort to meet the generally accepted needs of society to seek justice and stability." (Henry Campbell, 1991) The notion that places the state as having a constitutional role and duty to protect citizens is currently being tested. Currently consciously or not, planned or spontaneously, have been involved in the process of transformation towards a world ruled by neoliberal capitalism, this is where the concept of the welfare state is being tested to provide welfare for citizens. The tradition of state intervention that characterizes the concept of "welfare state" has changed. Economic issues have developed in such a way that hopes and concerns arise as well as the emergence of a new era, in which the role and involvement of state organizations will gradually decrease in many aspects of socio-economic life. (Coughlin, Paulee, 1994)

The principle of law is a meta-rule that is behind the rules, which contains value criteria which to be able to guide behavior requires elaboration or concretization into legal rules. In the dynamics of legal life in society, the legal principles serve to determine the area of application of the rule of law in the interpretation or discovery of law, as a critical rule of the rule of law, the rule of judge in determining the legitimacy of the rule of law, the rule that unites the rules or norms. - the rule of law, maintaining/maintaining the consistency and coherence of the rule of law. Material obedience (material stelselmatigheid) in the legal system refers to the order of legal principles that underlies and animates the legal order. The order of legal principles is the foundation of the legal order. Therefore, legal principles can be identified by generalizing judges' decisions and by abstracting from a number of legal rules related to the same social problem. M. Daud Silalahi (2001), which states that environmental law enforcement includes compliance and enforcement which includes state administrative law, civil law and criminal law fields.

**New Normal Covid-19**

The spread of the Corona Virus in Indonesia (Covid-19) with the number of cases and/or the number of deaths has increased and spread across regions and across countries and has an impact on the political, economic, social, cultural, defense and security aspects, as well as the welfare of the people in Indonesia. The Corona virus then appeared and gave so much influence in various sectors. One of the sectors that was affected and felt so much was the economic sector (Burhanuddin, 2020). The spread of Covid-19 has made the world restless, including in Indonesia. Covid-19 is a new type of virus so many people don’t know and don’t understand how to deal with the virus. Along with the outbreak of the corona virus or covid-19 to hundreds of countries, the government of the republic of Indonesia provided a health protocol. The health protocol will be implemented throughout Indonesia by the government with centralized guidance by the ministry of health. In fact, a number of regions that have implemented PSBB are considered ineffective for various reasons. According to the sociologist, Imam Prasodjo, the inhibiting factors for the implementation of the PSSB are public awareness, many offices that should be closed but not closed, still require work, distribution of basic necessities that are not smooth, legal approach that is not serious (Prasojo, 2020). Donald Back argues that the effectiveness of the law is the main problem in the sociology of law which is obtained by comparing the legal reality in theory with the legal reality in practice so that there appears to be a gap between the two (Sukananda, 2018). New Normal was implemented after the first phase of PSBB and the second phase ended, new normal became an option for several reasons, including the reasons for implementing PSBB in the first phase causing a decrease in state income and increasing poverty rates. According to the Head of the Expert Team for the Task Force for the Acceleration of Handling Covid-19, Wiku Adisasmita, New Normal is a change in behavior to continue carrying out normal activities, but coupled with the application of health protocols to prevent the transmission of Covid19. (Indonesia.go.id, 2020). Until the end of the second phase of PSBB implementation, the policy for implementing the New Normal has not been regulated in laws and regulations, but in fact the implementation of the New Normal has been desired by the community as a balanced solution in preventing COVID-19 and fulfilling economic needs.
Hypothesis

The following hypothesis can be formulated:

H1: Legal aspects affect the performance of higher education institutions.
H2: Entrepreneurial character has an effect on higher education performance.
H3: New Normal (Covid-19) has an effect on higher education performance.

METHOD

This research is an explanatory research, which explains the influence between the variables and the relationship between the variables studied. Time to collect data from SMEs in a cross-sectional manner. The population is the entire group of people or events that will be measured quantitatively with certain characteristics as the object of research. The study population was 150 academics from various universities in DKI Jakarta randomly, each member of the population had the same chance of being selected as a sample. From each selected academic community, there are lecturers, university officials, to students at various universities in DKI Jakarta as informants/respondents with consideration because they are familiar with various university academic operational activities because they determine policies and are responsible for business continuity. Primary data collection through questionnaires filled out by respondents directly.

To analyze the relationship between variables using variance Based Structural Equation Modeling (SEM-PLS), each variable is assumed to represent a concept in the form of a latent variable. In Wold (1985) as quoted by (Lin et al., 2020) the Partial Least Square (PLS) method can test the relationship between variables even though the data are not normally distributed in multivariate and explain whether or not there is a relationship between latent variables with a relatively small sample size (at least 30 respondents). In addition, PLS is also able to analyze constructs formed with reflexive and formative indicators, which is different from SEM data analysis because there will be an unidentified model.

In processing data using SEM-PLS is more complicated, because SEM is built by a measurement model and a structural model. The definition of the structural model or what is known as the inner model is a model that connects latent variables. While the measurement model or outer model is a measurement model that connects the indicator with its latent variables.

Based on the hypotheses and background that have been compiled, the research design of Based on these matters this study is:

![Figure 1. Framework Hypotesis](image-url)
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Table 1. Latent Variable Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial Characteristics</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Aspect</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Normal (Covid-19) Effect</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Education Industry Performance</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 1, the calculation results from this study are values that indicate the relationship of variables to other variables. Because in this case the dependent variable is Higher Education Industry Performance. From this column, it can be seen that the highest value was contributed by Legal Aspect, each of which was 0.413. This shows that of all the independent variables in this study, the legal aspect has the highest influence on Higher Education Industry Performance. Legal aspect is associated with Higher Education Industry Performance by 41.3%.

Table 2. R Square

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>R-Square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating Income Performance</td>
<td>0.604</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the study in table 2 show how much the independent variable in this study can explain the dependent variable under study. The dependent variable in this study is Higher Education Industry Performance, so the row used in the table is the Higher Education Industry Performance row. From the table, it can be seen in the Legal Aspect and Entrepreneurial Characteristics lines, the value is 0.604. This means that in this study, both before and after the COVID-19 pandemic, Legal Aspect and Entrepreneurial Characteristics could explain 60% of Higher Education Industry Performance, and the remaining 40% was explained by other variables outside the study. This, when referring to the research method, means that the model in this study is strong/high because the value is above 0.50.

To see whether the hypothesis is accepted, the T-Statistic value can be seen, if the T-Statistic value is above 1.96 then the hypothesis is accepted and if the T-Statistic value is below 1.96 then the hypothesis is rejected. To see the direction of the effect, you can see the value of the original sample, if the original sample shows a negative number, then the effect is negative, if the original sample shows a negative number.
shows a positive number, then the effect is positive. To see whether the effect is significant or not, it can be seen from the P Values, if the P Values are below 0.05 then the effect is significant and if the P Values are above 0.05 then the effect is not significant.

**Table 3. Total Effects**

| Direct Effect                        | Original Sample (O) | T Statistics (|O/STDEV|) | P Values |
|--------------------------------------|---------------------|-----------------|----------|
| Entrepreneurial Characteristics      | 0.372               | 5.653           | 0.000    |
| Higher Education Industry Performance|                     |                 |          |
| Legal Aspect                         | 0.232               | 2.891           | 0.004    |
| Higher Education Industry Performance|                     |                 |          |
| New Normal (Covid-19) Effect         | -0.103              | 1.160           | -0.247   |
| Higher Education Industry Performance|                     |                 |          |

**Discussion**

Based on table 3 regarding the value of hypothesis testing, it can be seen that the influence of Entrepreneurial Characteristics on Higher Education Industry Performance has a T-Statistic value of 5.653 with an original sample of 0.372 and a P Value of 0.00. This means that hypothesis 1 is accepted, that is, every academic community, especially the bad character of the leadership or the rector or the foundation of a university, turns out to have a strong enough influence on the fundamental performance of a university. With a positive original sample value and a p value of 0.00. This means that if the leadership or rector or foundation of a university has good or bad character in providing services to students and employees of the university, there will be an increase and decrease in Higher Education Industry Performance which is positive and significant for the academic community of the university in DKI Jakarta. Similarly, in table 3 regarding the value of hypothesis testing, it can be seen that the influence of Legal Aspect on Higher Education Industry Performance has a T-Statistic value of 2.891 with an original sample of 0.232 and a P Value of 0.004. This shows that hypothesis 2 is accepted, which means that there is a not-so-large but strong legal influence on Higher Education Industry Performance at universities in DKI Jakarta. This is reinforced by the results of research conducted by (Al-ayuby, 2020), if the principles of accountability for business actors for losses suffered by consumers (students and graduates / I at various academic levels) are associated with higher education activities at state universities and private sector, students can claim the responsibility of higher education administrators (organization bodies and university management) on the following grounds:

1. There is an error in the form of an unlawful act based on Article 1365 of the Civil Code or negligence based on Article 1366 of the Civil Code and/or caused by the actions of people who are their dependents based on Article 1367 of the Civil Code, where the organizers of the PT (University) have violated the rights of students as consumers who its provisions are spread across various laws and regulations related to consumer protection and higher education.
2. The existence of implied warranties, especially related to the level of quality or promises regarding educational services offered by private universities to students.

3. The principle of strict liability can be used as a basis for prosecution if there is a causal relationship between the defect in educational products (diplomas) and student losses. For example, when the College and/or Study Program are not accredited; and/or individuals, organizations, or higher education providers who without the right to issue academic degrees and vocational degrees, then based on the provisions of Article 28 of Law Number 12 of 2012 concerning Higher Education "the title is declared invalid and revoked by the Minister."

In relation to research conducted by researchers, it can be concluded that if the principles of responsibility (Entrepreneurial Characteristics and Legal Aspects) of business actors for losses suffered by consumers are associated with higher education implementation activities, students can claim the responsibility of the Higher Education Organizing Body even though does not rule out the possibility of higher education managers can also be held accountable. Therefore, for all activities of university administration that are detrimental to students, in the perspective of consumer protection law, those responsible for the loss are the organizing body in the form of a foundation, association, or association as a business actor. Where the compensation value demanded can be taken from the assets of the organizing body, even though the compensation is not given.

However, behind these various conditions, the higher education industry in DKI Jakarta, both before and during the Covid-19 pandemic, remains in an optimistic condition. It is shown in table 3 that the value of hypothesis testing is known together that the influence of the New Normal (Covid-19) on the Industrial Performance of Higher Education has a T-Statistic value of 1,160 with an original sample of -0.103 and a P Value of -0.247 thus indicating that hypothesis 3 rejected, which means that there is no large and not strong (not significant) effect of New Normal (Covid-19) on the Performance of Higher Education Industry at Higher Education in DKI Jakarta. This is supported by the results of research conducted by Elfian, Ariwibowo, and Johan (2017), that it is estimated that the condition of education in DKI Jakarta in particular will experience better development than it is now. To achieve this positive development will face various challenges from this progress.

Conclusion
Based on the results of research and discussion, the researchers made conclusions related to the research objectives, namely:

1. Entrepreneurial Characteristics towards Higher Education Industry Performance has a T-Statistic value of 5.653 with an original sample of 0.372 and a P Value of 0.00. This means that hypothesis 1 is accepted, that is, every academic community, especially the bad character of the leadership or the rector or the foundation of a university, turns out to have a strong enough effect on the fundamental performance of a university in DKI Jakarta.

2. New Normal (Covid-19) Effect have a not too large effect on Legal Aspect but are strong enough on Higher Education Industry Performance, which has a T-Statistic value of 2.891 with an original sample of 0.232 and a P Value of 0.004. This shows that hypothesis 2 is accepted, which means that there is an influence of Legal Aspect on Higher Education Industry Performance at universities in DKI Jakarta.

Based on the results of research that has been done, research can provide input to:

1. Academic Community
   The parties as policy makers should have the characteristics of an entrepreneur in the field of education who has a "parent" mindset and mentality, so that they can provide good and correct examples for other academic community parties who are not policy makers, both verbally and verbally. writing to maintain the same culture and spirit from bottom to top management in order to realize the progress of higher education in accordance with
the vision and mission of the company/organization/university in DKI Jakarta.

In achieving an increase in the productivity of higher education performance in the face of fundamental conditions in running a business, the rector/policy makers at a university should pay attention to increasing production factors (number of classes, qualified teaching and learning activity system/curriculum/syllabus both online and offline). offline, laboratories for various study programs, and other factors of production), production equipment and supplies, and efficiency through work systems aimed at improving production processes. Second, to meet these objectives, the quality of human resources must be improved, namely through periodic education and training for the middle to bottom management. Third, to improve business competitiveness (starting from recruitment, process to output for employees, lecturers, and students every period). Fourth, it is strived to ensure the availability of capital with simple procedures and close to the location, the availability of funds for innovation steps. Fifth, always make improvements in terms of management and legal aspects both offline and online.

2. Other researchers
For researchers who intend to conduct similar research more broadly and in depth, they should examine and examine other factors related to government subsidies, the characteristics of entrepreneurs in the field of education, other internal business factors, to factors from the legal aspect in carrying out and developing business in the field of education, especially in higher education.
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